A model of phenotypic stabilising selection in which the fitness of an individual depends solely on its phenotype, and not directly on its genetic constitution, is explored algebraically for a system of two linked loci of unequal effect. It is found that selection for metric deviation gives rise to polymorphic gametefrequency equilibria for a variety of fitness regimes.
INTRODUCTION
IN a discussion of the selective forces affecting sternopleural chaeta number in cage populations of Drosophila melanogaster, Linney, Barnes and Kearsey (1971) suggested that stabilising selection may be an important mechanism maintaining potential genetic variation. This suggestion was arrived at from a consideration of experimental results. It is an attempt to place these observational results in a theoretical framework that the present paper is written. A model of stabilising selection, in which selection acts on the basis of metric deviation from an intermediate optimum and does not favour heterozygosity "per se" is examined in terms of its capacity to maintain genetic variation in a randomly mating population. It should he emphasised that the mechanism to be described is one of, possibly, many which may exist in nature. The virtue of the present model is that it provides a resolution of the fact that both stabilising selection and genetic variation are widespread phenomena.
SELECTION FOR LINEAR METRIC DEVIATION
Consider a random-mating model in which viabilities are symmetric about a central phenotypic optimum. Frequency changes are deterministic and generations non-overlapping. Assume, also, that at each of n loci controlling a metrical character there are two alleles, denoted AK and a (K = 1,2,. . . ,n) for the Kth locus. With no dominance on the primary scale of measurement, the genetic values of the three genotypes at the Kth locus may be written:
AKAK AKaK 2ctK ciK 0
The frequencies of the 2 gametic types are denoted by x (i = 1,2,. . . ,2 ).
PJ (j = 1,2,.. . ,2) is the phenotypic value of a diploid individual formed 379 by a combination of gamete i and gamete j. Gene effects are taken to be additive on the primary scale.
Fitness is related to the phenotypic value of the individual by the
where q5 = c is the value of the central optimum phenotype, on the primary scal, and P0 represents either of the two points along the phenotypic range at which fitness falls off to zero. Clearly, I(P1-)/(P0-may sometimes exceed unity; in such cases, negative fitnesses are avoided by setting W = 0. Since the model is symmetric, replace (P0 -q) by a single quantity y (see fig. 1 ), equation (1) Bodmer and Felsenstein (1967) . In the present model the relative advantage or disadvantage of a particular individual is determined solely by its phenotypic value on the primary scale. Heterozygosity "per se ", confers no special selective advantage. The multiple heterozygote always has maximum fitness but this results from the coincidence of its phenotypic value with that of the optimum.
Indeed, if the gene effects at all loci are equal, then fully balanced homozygotes also possess optimal phenotypic values.
Two-Locus MODELS
Consider the well-known two-locus symmetric viability model, with fitnesses as follows:
If the inequality
is satisfied, fitness declines to zero at or beyond the extremes of the phenotypic range and the fitness matrix is are considered under the collective name " model 2 " (fig. I ). In the latter set of models negative fitnesses may be generated by the fitness function (2); in such cases, set W11 = 0.
Three sub-species of model 2 are possible. Conditions 1/2 (1+C)(1-C)
where serve to define the three possibilities: model 2a- (4) and (5) The four models (1, 2a-c) will be Considered algebraically in order to locate their associated gamete-frequency equilibria at two loci. For the two special cases y = (E1+c2), v = (a1+a2)/2 numerical results will be used to supplement analytic solutions.
It is easy to derive the cubic equation
where x = = equilibrium value of x1,
Solution of (6;) yields the gametic frequencies at equilibrium. In general, explicit solutions of (6) are very complicated unless special relationships exist among the W (see, for example, Wright, 1952; Kimura, 1956 ; Lewontin and Kojima, 1960; Ewens, 1968) . Explicit solutions for unsymmetric equilibria, when they exist under the symmetric viability model, can be obtained using the method of Feldman (1969, 1970) . It is unlikely that this condition will often be satisfied under a system of stabilising selection. Consider model 1, for which: x = *+/{s2(s2-4r)}/4s2
Equilibria in D =
For looser linkage, when r = £214, (8) and (9) are equivalent. For r>s2/4, a single real solution exists, given by (7). This case provides an illustration of the phenomenon mentioned by Karlin and Feldman (1970) whereby for sufficiently tight linkage there are three possible equilibria, one of which corresponds to D 0.
(ii) Equilibria with D 0
For model 2c, explicit solutions for equilibria with D = 0 have already been given (equations; (8) and (9). For the remaining models it is not difficult to solve (6) but solutions are extremely cumbersome. In view of this, a clearer picture of the equilibria possible under models 1, 2a and 2b is obtained from an examination of numerical results. On all models equilibrium gametic frequencies are largely determined by the effects, on the primary character, of genes at the two loci. This conclusion is quite different from the one reached by Gale and Kearsey (1968) , on whose model the disparity between gene effects had no bearing on equilibrium frequencies. In presenting numerical results (x1 + cc2) is taken to be 1.0 in arbitrary units. Firstly, consider the case y = (cc1+cc2); this may be treated as a Changes in mean fitness may be explained quite simply by noting that
and that x is a function of r. For given r, W is clearly greatest when gene effects are equal. The other case treated numerically is that in which y = (E1+ a2)/2. 
and for equilibria in D <0 mean fitness decreases as recombination increases.
W0 also goes down as (-oc2) gets larger. The results for D <0 are, thus, essentially similar to those obtained with y = (E1+ 2). As might be expected, equilibira in D >0 are associated with lower mean fitness than those in which there is an excess of repulsion types. When > 3, mean fitness is
and never exceeds one half. For equilibria in D = 0, We = 2/4
For the remaining two equilibria with D 0 and r <52/4 we have identical solutions for We. Finally, it should be noted that no unsymmetric equilibria were numerically located for these models.
STABILITY OF Two-Locus EQJJILIBRIA
The procedure used to determine local stability properties of the above equilibria has been frequently described in two-locus work (see, for example, Kimura, 1956; Moran, 1964; Bodmer and Felsenstein, 1967; Gale and Kearsey, 1968) .
Mean population fitness at equilibrium is W,= 1-(s1--s2)/2-4xs2(1-x), and the necessary and sufficient conditions for local stability are
where V = 4xs2(sj-s2) + (s1-3s2)2/4. Usually, it is difficult to see when these conditions will be satisfied. It is clear, however, that stable equilibria where gene effects are equal are not possible on this model. That is, for a = a2,
which is never satisfied for x -.
In further discussion of these stability conditions, consider the case p = (a + a2). Numerical computation indicates that lOd is the necessary and sufficient condition for local stability. Equilibria in D <0 are stable only, if, approximately, r < 006. When a1 a2 there is always some region (r>0) in which stable polymorphic equilibria occur. Inequality between gene effects, as well as close linkage, makes for stability in these equilibria. It is of interest to note that by tending to reduce the amount of recombination between loci, selection consequently promotes local stability. Further, if selection for metric deviation tended to favour similarity between gene effects, fewer stable equilibria would be possible, unless linkage were very tight.
(ii) Model 2a
The following are necessary but not sufficient conditions for local stability r>(2x+s2)(3x-1)(1 -s1 -3s2)+xs2,
For this model, it is best to determine numerical values and, thence, to deduce stability properties in special cases.
In view of the complexity of solutions for model 2a, it is more instructive to look at stability behaviour under model 2b in special cases. Consider the case I' = (oj+c2)/2.
Noting that mean fitness at equilibrium is
necessary and sufficient conditions for stability may be written r>(l-s2)/2-s2(l +2x)-2x(1 -4s2)(2-3x) For reference purposes, a summary of the results for two-locus deterministic equilibria is given in table 3. 
D=0
indicates stable non-trivial equilibrium of type shown in margin. u indicates unstable non-trivial equilibrium of type shown in margin.
-indicates non-existence of equilibrium of type shown in margin.
DiscussioN
Consider the following simple model of stabilising selection with fitnesses given by
The model is one of selection for metric deviation in which individuals are subject to what may he called phenotypic stabilising selection. This is in contradistinction to heterotic models of stabilising selection, in which there is said to be genotypic selection. Bodmer and Felsenstein (1967) define a general symmetric viability model from which many of the models studied by other authors, as well as the whole of the two-locus system of selection for linear metric deviation (m = I in (11)), may be derived as special cases. Unfortunately, general solutions are very complicated and Bodmer and Felsenstein (bc. cit.) note the difficulty of defining a precise set of necessary and sufficient stability conditions on their model. The same is true of the work of Karlin and Feldman (1970) and Arunachalam and Owen (1970) whose approach, in this context, also fails to yield convenient general solutions.
Models in which intermediate types are favoured at the expense of extremes have been extensively considered by previous workers (Wright, 1935 (Wright, , 1952 Robertson 1955; Kojima, 1959; Lewontin and Kojima, 1960; Bodmer and Parsons, 1962; Parsons, 1963; Lewontin, 1964) . The general conclusion from this work is that phenotypic stabilising selection does not lead to the maintenance of genetic variation at two loci. On the other hand, it appears that heterotic models do give rise to stable gamete-frequency equilibria. The analogy with the case of overdominance at a single locus suggests itself but is difficult to express, for more loci, in concise terms. However, on a model of phenotypic stabilising selection which in itself generates an advantage to the double heterozygote, one may expect stable variation to be more easily maintained.
A model of this type is considered by Gale and Kearsey (1968) and is similar to those that have been explored here. Such models, as has been shown, may often maintain variation at two loci, particularly when gene effects are unequal. When gene effects are not equal, the inequality W14> W22, W33 (12) obtains. That is, for equilibria with c = 2' W14 = W = W3 = 1 and no stable equiliLbria in D <0 result, while with c mc2 (12) holds and stable equilibria are possible. It is probable that whenever (12) holds stable variation can occur at two loci under selection favouring intermediates, at least for some parameter sets. This is, in fact, borne out by the findings of the authors cited above. It is thus helpful to view the properties of two-locus systems subject to stabilising selection in terms of the relative advantage of the double heterozygote A1a1/A2a2 over the homozygotes A1A1/a2a2 and a1a1A2A2. It is suggested that for symmetric models of selection for metric deviation, specified by (11), stable equilibria can occur in the absence of dominance whenever gene effects at two loci are unequal. This disparity between gene effects generates particular epistatic relationships among fitnesses at two loci. One important consequence of this is to make the form of the fitness matrix such that (12) is satisfied.
The above postulate has been extensively explored for models of linear metric deviation. It is of interest to reconsider the much-discussed model of quadratic deviation in further illustration of this idea. Putting m = 2 in (11) produces the fitness scheme, Explicit conditions for local stability may be derived, but here only numerical solutions are given. Dominant eigenvalues of the transition matrix which relate departures from equilibrium gametic frequencies in successive generations are shown in table 4. For stability these values must be less than unity. It is seen that for a = a2, no stable equilibria (for r>O) are possible under selection for quadratic deviation in the absence of dominance (Wright, 1935 (Wright, , 1952 Kojima, 1959; Lewontin, 1964) . For ot a2 stability occurs for smallish values of r. The pattern is analogous to that exhibited by selection under the linear model (m = I) with y = a1+ a2.
In the quadratic model, though, W22 and W33 decrease less, for given (ct-a2), than on the linear model. It is partly for this reason that closer linkage is necessary for the maintenance of variation under selection for quadratic deviation.
